What is DRM?

DRM restricts what you can do with electronic devices you own and the media you buy. It is an attempt by the Big Media Companies like Disney to seize authority to regulate through technology what you do in the privacy of your home with the video and music you have legally purchased.

Don't Buy BLU-RAY or HD-DVD!

Disney and the Big Media Mafia are using Digital Restrictions Management (DRM) inside these new DVD formats to take away your rights! Get them back – Don't buy Blu-Ray or HD-DVD!

Why Disney?

Disney continue to push for the extension of copyright, sometimes called the "Mickey Mouse Act".

Disney is a founding member of AACSLA, the organization that license the HD-DVD DRM scheme that prevents you from making back-up copies of the movies you own.

Disney lobby for bad legislation like the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) - that makes circumventing a DRM scheme a crime.

Right now Disney and Big Media are promoting a new bill Intellectual Property Protection Act of 2007 (IPPA2007) that would amongst other things:

* Create a new penalty for "intended" copyright crimes
* Increase penalties for circumventing a DRM scheme
* Criminalize "attempting" to infringe copyright
* Permit wiretaps for investigating copyright violations.

Fight Back: Call your elected officials and let them know you oppose the IPPA2007. Join us at www.DefectiveByDesign.org